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1 Introduction

Agent-based financial market models have undoubtedly improved our understanding of how financial markets function. For reviews of this burgeoning field of research see, for instance, Chiarella et al. (2009), Hommes and Wagener (2009) or Lux (2009). Within these models, market participants rely on technical and fundamental analysis for their trading purposes. Technical analysis is a trading strategy which aims at exploiting price trends. In contrast, fundamental analysis seeks to profit from mean reversion. These model ingredients are crucial, yet not based on ad-hoc assumptions. Questionnaire studies, summarized by Menkhoff and Taylor (2007), unanimously confirm that professional market participants indeed use technical and fundamental analysis. A similar observation is made in laboratory experiments. As reported by Hommes (2011), human subjects use relatively simple extrapolative and regressive forecasting rules to predict financial markets. Without going into details, we merely note that deterministic agent-based financial market models (e.g. Day and Huang 1990, de Grauwe et al. 1993, Lux 1995, Brock and Hommes 1998, Chiarella et al. 2002, Huang et al. 2010, Tramontana et al. 2010) are able to produce intricate boom-bust cycles while stochastic model versions (e.g. Lux and Marchesi 1999, Farmer and Joshi 2002, Westerhoff 2003, Gaunersdorfer and Hommes 2007, He and Li 2007, Franke 2010) may match the statistical properties of financial markets in detail. Due to their apparent power, agent-based financial market models are increasingly used as tools for economic policy design (see Westerhoff and Franke 2013 for a survey).

Unfortunately, research into this area has neglected – with very few exceptions – to study interactions between international financial markets. This is particularly troublesome since past experience repeatedly shows that global financial crises involving the collapse of major stock markets around the world pose a severe threat to the stability of the whole economic system. To unravel possible mechanisms for the strong synchronized behavior of
international stock markets, both with respect to their price levels (e.g. Shiller 1989) and to their volatilities (e.g. Edwards and Susmel 2001), we develop an agent-based financial market model in which speculators have the opportunity to trade in two different stock markets. Our model is structured as follows. Speculators determine their orders based on technical and fundamental analysis. In this respect, three modeling aspects are important. First, technical analysis is based on trend extrapolation, and fundamental analysis is based on mean reversion. Second, to capture part of the variety of actual technical and fundamental trading rules, speculators’ trading behavior contains a random component. Third, since speculators are also influenced by a number of common factors – namely business gossip, political rumors, or waves of optimism and pessimism – their trading behavior is not independent. Another important feature of our model is that speculators can switch between trading strategies and markets. The speculators’ selection of strategy/market combinations is repeated every trading period and influenced by predisposition effects, herding behavior and market circumstances. Finally, market makers mediate all transactions and adjust prices with respect to excess demands in the usual way.

Simulations reveal that our model is able to explain a number of important stylized facts of stock markets, e.g. bubbles and crashes, excess volatility, fat-tailed return distributions, uncorrelated returns, volatility clustering, temporal dependence of trading volume and positive relations between volatility and trading volume. Compared to the aforementioned literature, however, our model is furthermore able to replicate a number of key dynamic relationships between international stock markets. In particular, speculators’ trading behavior may cause comovements of stock prices, cross-correlations of volatilities and positive relationships between stock markets’ trading volumes. Since our approach is capable of replicating a diverse set of stylized facts, it may be deemed to have been validated.
In a nutshell, the model dynamics evolves as follows. Speculators relying on technical analysis tend to destabilize markets, while speculators using fundamental analysis stabilize them. Suppose that prices are close to fundamentals. Most speculators then prefer technical trading, and stock markets experience stronger price fluctuations. However, the more stock prices deviate from fundamentals, the more speculators turn their attention towards fundamental analysis. If a sufficient number of speculators uses fundamental analysis, stock markets start to calm down and we observe fundamental price corrections and lower volatilities. But how do stock market interactions come about? Since speculators’ orders are influenced by common factors, excess demands and, consequently, stock price changes are correlated across markets. Coevolving stock prices imply, in turn, that speculators perceive the attractiveness of technical and fundamental analysis across markets as being relatively similar. As a result, the relative proportions of technical and fundamental analysis do not differ much across markets, which strengthens the coevolution of stock prices and creates cross-correlation in volatilities. Of course, speculators may temporarily herd to one particular stock market. Their aggregate forces can then induce extreme price changes, dramatic bubbles or severe crashes.

Our model may be regarded as an extension of that by Franke and Westerhoff (2012). While they concentrate on the dynamics of a single stock market, we go one step further and study interactions between two stock markets. Agent-based models focusing on multiple markets are, unfortunately, rare. The papers linked most closely to ours are outlined below. Westerhoff (2004) considers a multi-asset market model with chartists and fundamentalists. Chartists exit and enter markets, creating alternating periods of stability and instability. His deterministic model produces chaotic price dynamics, but is unable to match the stylized facts of stock markets in greater detail. Huang and Chen (2013) also develop a deterministic chartist-fundamentalist model with two interacting stock markets. Their setup allows the
propagation of financial crisis from one market to the other to be studied. From a qualitative perspective, it is able to reproduce a number of dynamic features of actual stock markets. Westerhoff and Dieci (2006) develop a stochastic model in which speculators select between technical and fundamental trading rules and between two speculative markets. The switching dynamics is modeled via a discrete choice approach, as proposed by Brock and Hommes (1998), using past profits as the relevant fitness criterion. A related scenario is developed in Pape (2007). He models the switching dynamics via a transition probabilities approach, as in Lux (1995), and considers in this respect herding behavior and expected profit opportunities. While both models can mimic the dynamics of individual markets quite well, they fail to produce comovements of stock prices and cross-correlations of volatilities. Anufriev et al. (2012) propose a high-dimensional, stochastic multi-asset market model in which different investment strategies may coexist to explain the presence of excess covariance of stock market returns. Their approach is quite flexible; traders’ choices of investment strategies may be affected by predisposition effects and the strategies’ relative past performance.

In a series of papers, Chiarella et al. (2005) and Chiarella et al. (2007, 2009, 2013a) add boundedly rational speculators to standard mean-variance portfolio frameworks with multiple risky assets. They investigate whether speculators’ dynamic portfolio decisions and beliefs about asset returns and their correlations stabilize or destabilize financial markets. The recent evolutionary CAPM presented in Chiarella et al. (2013b), in which speculators switch between technical and fundamental prediction rules with respect to their past performance, has a certain amount of ability to generate realistic stock price dynamics. Compared to their sophisticated and elegant models, we strive for a simpler behavioral approach, attempting to bring our setup closer to the data.

A few papers are also devoted to the interplay between stock and foreign exchange markets. To gain deeper insights into the stability of the global financial system, Dieci and
Westerhoff (2010) develop a deterministic model in which the stock markets of two countries are linked via and with the foreign exchange market. They find that nonlinear interactions between technical and fundamental traders in the foreign exchange market may create bull and bear market dynamics within the whole financial system. Corona et al. (2008) suggest a model with stock and foreign exchange markets in which speculators follow random, momentum, contrarian and fundamental strategies. Speculators stick to their trading rules but seek to switch to the most profitable market. Their model can be considered a ‘large-scale model’ because it keeps track of the activities of a larger number of individual traders. As in the simulations of Westerhoff and Dieci (2006) and Pape (2007), the dynamics of individual markets appear to be quite realistic, yet this does not hold for major relationships between them. Kirman et al. (2007) develop a two-country, agent-based financial market model in which the demand of speculators for foreign currency may create substantial bubbles in the foreign exchange market.

The model by Feldman (2010) also belongs to the class of large-scale agent-based models. Within his setup, speculators make investment decisions based on the mean-variance framework to invest in two stock markets (the exchange rate is fixed), but also suffer from behavioral biases with respect to their risk attitudes. Interestingly, a global financial crisis may emerge if the number of speculators is sufficiently high. Chen and Hung (2008) develop a computational multi-asset artificial stock market model to study how risk preferences and prediction accuracies affect the survival chances of heterogeneous speculators. Finally, we mention Brock et al. (2009) who show that more hedging instruments may, in the presence of heterogeneous speculators, be harmful to the stability of financial markets.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly recap a number of important stylized facts concerning stock markets, focusing on the behavior of individual stock markets and on key dynamic relationships between them. In Section 3, we
introduce a simple agent-based financial market model in which speculators, who rely on technical and fundamental analysis, trade in two stock markets. In Section 4, we first study the dynamics of our model and show that its time series properties are quite similar to the time series properties of actual stock markets. Second, we endeavor to explain how our model functions. In Section 5, we summarize our main results and illustrate potential avenues for future work.

2 Some important stylized facts of stock markets

This section reviews a number of statistical properties of and between international stock markets, namely: (i) bubbles and crashes, (ii) excess volatility, (iii) fat-tailed return distributions, (iv) random-walk price behavior, (v) volatility clustering, (vi) comovements of prices, (vii) cross-correlations of volatilities, (viii) persistent trading volume, (ix) cross-correlations of trading volume and volatility and (x) cross-correlations of trading volumes. For general reviews of the statistical properties of financial markets see, for instance, Mantegna and Stanley (2000), Cont (2001), Lux and Ausloos (2002) or Sornette (2003).

In the following, to avoid time zone and currency differences, our exposition mainly rests on the behavior of the stock indices of Germany (DAX30) and France (CAC40). However, we also take those of the United Kingdom (FTSE100), Spain (IBEX35), the United States (S&P500) and Japan (NIKKEI225) into account. All six time series range from January 1, 1988 to December 31, 2012 and consist of 6522 daily observations. The data was downloaded from Thomson Reuters Datastream.

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the behavior of the DAX30 and the CAC40, respectively. The top panels show the evolution of their daily quotes. Note that both stock markets display significant bubbles and crashes. For instance, we observe strong price appreciations between March 2003 and July 2007. Over this period, the DAX30 (CAC40) rose from 2202.96
(2403.04) to 8105.69 (6125.60) points. After July 2007, however, prices began to drop sharply. In March 2009, the price of the DAX30 (CAC40) fell below 3667 (2520) points, losing about 55 (59) percent of its value. A detailed historical account of stock market bubbles and crashes can be found in Kindleberger (2000) and Shiller (2005).

[Figures 1 and 2 about here]

Another characteristic feature of stock markets is that of excessive price volatility. The second panels of figures 1 and 2 display daily returns of the DAX30 and the CAC40 over the same time horizon as in the first panels. Apparently, prices fluctuate strongly and extreme price changes of the DAX30 (CAC40) reach up to 14 (11) percent. To measure volatility, we follow Guillaume et al. (1997) and compute the average absolute return, which reveals an astonishing value of $V=1.02$ ($V=1.00$) percent per day for the German (French) stock index. As argued by Shiller (1981), such volatility levels appear to be too large to be driven by fundamental shocks only.

A third stylized fact concerns the distribution of returns and its fat tail property. Evidence for this statistical feature is presented in the central panels of figures 1 and 2. On the left-hand sides, the probability density functions of the empirical DAX30 and CAC40 returns (thick lines) are compared with those of normally distributed returns with identical means and standard deviations (thin lines). The distributions of empirical returns possess a higher concentration around the means, thinner shoulders, and again more probability mass in their tails. The latter finding becomes clearly visible on the right-hand sides. Here we plot, on a log-log scale, the cumulative distributions of normalized DAX30 and CAC40 returns together with the cumulative distribution of standard normally distributed returns (the empirical returns are normalized by dividing by their standard deviations). One way to quantify the fat tail property is to estimate the so-called tail index $\alpha$, given as $F(|\text{return}| > x) \approx cx^{-\alpha}$. Note that lower values for $\alpha$ imply less steep slopes of the cumulative distributions and thus fatter tails.
Regressions on the largest 30 percent of the observations yield a tail index equal to 3.65 for the DAX30 and a value of 3.58 for the CAC40. Lux and Ausloos (2002) determine similar values for other stock markets and other periods. Usually, the tail index ranges between 3 and 4.

As already noted by Bachelier (1900), the price dynamics of speculative markets closely resembles a random walk. In the penultimate panels of figures 1 and 2, the autocorrelation functions for raw returns are depicted for the first 100 lags. Since the dotted lines illustrate 95 percent confidence bands, based on the assumption of a white noise process, both return time series show correlation coefficients that are not significant for nearly all lags. Despite the presence of bubbles and crashes, it remains difficult to predict the future direction of stock markets.

A quite intriguing phenomenon of stock markets is that periods of high volatility alternate with periods of low volatility (Mandelbrot 1963). The volatility clustering of the DAX30 and CAC40 is already obvious from the second panels of figures 1 and 2. However, temporal persistence in volatility can also be seen in the bottom panels of figures 1 and 2, showing the autocorrelation functions of absolute returns. Both absolute return time series reveal autocorrelation coefficients that are significant for more than 100 lags.

The next two stylized facts are presented in figure 3. To illustrate the high level of comovements of international stock markets, the evolution of the German stock market index (black line) and of the French stock market index (gray line) are shown in the top panel of figure 3 (both time series have been normalized by their mean). Note that while the two stock markets may disconnect for some time, they always align with each other soon afterwards. Forbes and Rigobon (2002) conclude that such stock market comovements are a very robust phenomenon and do not only happen in particular crisis periods. The penultimate panel of figure 3 contains the cross-correlation function of raw returns for time differences up to ±50
lags. As can be seen, the contemporaneous correlation between the two European stock indices is high, with a correlation coefficient equal to 0.79. In contrast, the coefficients on almost all other lags show correlations that are not significant. For Shiller (1989), such strong comovements of international stock markets cannot be explained by fundamentals.

[Figure 3 about here]

In the remaining panels of figure 3, the cross-correlation of stock market volatility is exemplified. The second and third panels contain normalized returns of the DAX30 and the CAC40, i.e. both return time series have been divided by their standard deviation. Obviously, the normalized returns of the two time series evolve quite similarly. In both panels, for instance, volatility is low between 2005 and 2006 and the period around 2009 can be regarded as highly volatile. The bottom panel of figure 3 shows the cross-correlation function of absolute returns. While the cross-correlation coefficient again exhibits a high value on lag 0 of about 0.73, the lagged correlations now contrast strongly with those in raw returns. The cross-correlation coefficients of absolute returns are clearly positive and decline slowly with a higher lag difference. Similar results are reported by Edwards and Susmel (2001) and Podobnik et al. (2007), for instance, for other stock markets.

Due to the many degrees of freedom in defining, measuring and, in particular, detrending stock market trading volumes (see Lo and Wang 2010 for a comprehensive survey), we abstain from giving a detailed presentation of the stylized facts concerning trading volumes of stock markets and how they relate to volatility. Although results in this area vary to some degree due to the aforementioned reasons, the following picture emerges. Stock market trading volume is highly persistent, i.e. autocorrelation coefficients for trading volume are positive and decay rather slowly (Bollerslev and Jubinsky 1999, Lobato and Velasco 2000 and Lux and Kaizoji 2007). Moreover, stock market trading volume is positively correlated with volatility (Karpoff 1987 or Gallant et al. 1992). For instance, Brock
and LeBaron (1996), who study weekly IBM and CRSP data, find a strong contemporaneous correlation between stock market trading volume and volatility. However, the observed correlation drops quickly for lower and higher lags. Since trading volume is correlated with volatility and since volatility is correlated across markets, trading volume must also be correlated across markets. Indeed, Lee and Rui (2002) show that US trading volume is positively related to trading volumes of UK and Japanese markets.

Tables 1 and 2 extend the empirical evidence. Table 1 presents estimates for five univariate stylized facts, taking DAX30, CAC40, FTSE100, IBEX35, S&P500 and NIKKEI225 data into account. Accordingly, the average values of absolute returns range between 0.78 and 1.06 percent per day. Due to unobservable fundamentals, we cannot quantify stock market distortions. Estimates of the tail index vary between 3.20 and 3.70, i.e. the distributions of returns of all six stock markets possess fat tails. Whereas almost all correlation coefficients for raw returns are non-significant, there is clear evidence for temporal dependence in volatility. Correlation coefficients of absolute returns achieve values up to 0.23 on the first lag and still reveal values between 0.07 and 0.11 on lag 100.

Table 2 is concerned with two bivariate stylized facts. Comovements of stock prices and cross-correlations of volatilities are quantified by estimates of the cross-correlation function of raw and absolute returns, respectively. To avoid the problem of nonsynchronous trading, we take only the six possible pairwise combinations of our four European indices into account. While the coefficient for a contemporaneous correlation in raw returns exhibits a mean value of 0.75, the other coefficients computed on a basis of a lag of ±1 reveal values that are not significant. Cross-correlation coefficients of absolute returns range between 0.61 and 0.73 on lag 0. The long-range behavior of correlations in absolute returns can also be identified for the other time series combinations. Coefficients reach values up to 0.28 on a ±1
lag difference and decay to values varying between 0.09 and 0.14 when their estimate is based on a time difference of ±50 lags.

3 Heterogeneous speculators and interacting stock markets

In this section, we introduce a simple agent-based financial market model in which speculators trade on the basis of technical and fundamental analysis in two stock markets. We start this section by describing our motivation and by giving an overview of the structure of our model. In Section 3.2, we reveal the details of our model. Since our model contains a larger number of parameters, we introduce some simplifying symmetry conditions in Section 3.3, which also includes comments on our basic parameter setting.

3.1 Motivation and overview

The goal of our paper is to develop an agent-based financial market model which is capable of generating realistic stock market dynamics, i.e. we seek to match the complete set of stylized facts outlined in the previous section. As far as we know, no other model can jointly explain all these statistical regularities. In particular, current agent-based models find it difficult to produce comovements of stock prices and volatility correlations. In brief, the structure of our model may be summarized as follows. We consider two stock markets which are populated by market makers and heterogeneous speculators. The stock markets are located in two different countries and, for simplicity, we assume that the countries either share the same currency or have agreed upon a fixed exchange rate. The task of market makers is to mediate transactions. Moreover, they adjust prices with respect to excess demands in the usual way. Speculators, in turn, rely on technical and fundamental trading rules to determine their orders. Since speculators can choose between two stock markets and two trading philosophies, they have, in total, four trading alternatives. According to technical analysis, prices move in trends,
and buying (selling) is recommended when prices increase (decrease). Fundamental analysis predicts that prices will return towards their fundamental values. In undervalued markets, fundamental trading rules suggest buying and in overvalued markets they propose selling. All four trading alternatives incorporate noise. On the one hand, speculators experience idiosyncratic shocks. On the other hand, speculators are subject to trading rule-specific, market-wide and global shocks. As a result, orders placed by speculators are correlated. In each time step, all speculators have to select one of the four trading alternatives, whereby their choices are influenced by three socio-economic principles. Speculators may have a behavioral bias for one of their trading alternatives, are subject to herding behavior, and evaluate current market circumstances. Simulations, presented in Section 4, reveal that this setup is able to produce realistic stock price dynamics.

3.2 A simple agent-based approach

Let us turn to the details of our model. Stock prices in markets $X$ and $Z$ are adjusted by market makers who collect all individual orders from speculators and change stock prices with respect to the resulting excess demands. Following Day and Huang (1990), we express the behavior of market makers as

$$\Delta P_{X,t+1}^X = P_{X,t}^X + a^X \left( NW_{t}^{X,t} D_{t}^{X,t} + NW_{t}^{X,F} D_{t}^{X,F} \right),$$

(1)

and

$$\Delta P_{Z,t+1}^Z = P_{Z,t}^Z + a^Z \left( NW_{t}^{Z,t} D_{t}^{Z,t} + NW_{t}^{Z,F} D_{t}^{Z,F} \right),$$

(2)

where $P_{X,t}^X$ and $P_{Z,t}^Z$ are the log stock prices at time step $t$ in markets $X$ and $Z$, $a^X$ and $a^Z$ are positive price adjustment parameters in markets $X$ and $Z$, $N$ captures the total number of speculators, $W_{t}^{X,t}$ and $W_{t}^{Z,t}$ are the market shares of chartists in markets $X$ and $Z$, $D_{t}^{X,t}$ and $D_{t}^{Z,t}$ are the orders placed by (single) chartists in markets $X$ and $Z$, $W_{t}^{X,F}$ and $W_{t}^{Z,F}$
are the market shares of fundamentalists in markets $X$ and $Z$, and $D_t^{XF}$ and $D_t^{ZF}$ are the orders placed by (single) fundamentalists in markets $X$ and $Z$. Obviously, market makers quote higher stock prices in case of excess buying and decrease stock prices in case of excess selling.

Technical analysis seeks to filter trading signals out of past price movements (Murphy 1999). Although the unifying philosophy of technical analysis is to extrapolate past price trends into the future, there exists a myriad of different technical trading rules. To capture part of the variety of technical analysis, Westerhoff and Dieci (2006) propose formalizing technical trading via a deterministic and a stochastic component. Accordingly, the orders placed by chartists in markets $X$ and $Z$ are given by

$$D_t^{XC} = c^X (P_t^X - P_{t-1}^X) + S_t^{XC} \quad (3)$$

and

$$D_t^{ZC} = c^Z (P_t^Z - P_{t-1}^Z) + S_t^{ZC}. \quad (4)$$

Since $c^X$ and $c^Z$ are positive reaction parameters, the first components in the above trading rules imply that chartists go with the current stock price trend. The second components in (3) and (4), denoted by $S_t^{XC}$ and $S_t^{ZC}$, are random variables that capture all digressions from the first deterministic components. These random terms will be explained in the sequel.

Fundamental analysis presumes that stock prices revert towards their fundamental values in the long run (Graham and Dodd 1951). Fundamental analysis thus recommends buying undervalued assets and selling overvalued assets. Let $\bar{P}_X^X$ and $\bar{P}_Z^Z$ stand for the (constant) log fundamental values of stock markets $X$ and $Z$, respectively. Taking again digressions from this core principle into account, we specify the orders placed by fundamentalists in these two markets as
\[ D_t^{XF} = f^X (\bar{P}^X - P_t^X) + S_t^{XF} \] 

(5)

and

\[ D_t^{ZF} = f^Z (\bar{P}^Z - P_t^Z) + S_t^{ZF}. \] 

(6)

Reaction parameters \( f^X \) and \( f^Z \) are positive, indicating the strength with which fundamentalists react to observed mispricings; random variables \( S_t^{XF} \) and \( S_t^{ZF} \) summarize all other influences that have an impact on fundamentalists.

In Westerhoff and Dieci (2006), the random terms in trading rules (3) to (6) are independent. As a result, their model is neither able to produce comovements of stock prices nor cross-correlations of volatilities. In our paper, we abolish this simplifying assumption. To be precise, we assume that the random terms \( S_t^{XC} \), \( S_t^{ZC} \), \( S_t^{XF} \) and \( S_t^{ZF} \) aggregate the effects of four different types of shock:

- Idiosyncratic shocks reflect the diversity of actual technical and fundamental trading rules. Note that speculators may vary their trading intensities with respect to their trading signals, chartists may experiment with different lag lengths when they determine price trends, fundamentalists may alter their perceptions of the fundamental values, and so on. Idiosyncratic shocks may be regarded as a convenient shortcut to be able to abstain from modeling such complexities in more detail.

- Market-wide shocks capture local phenomena. Speculators in market \( X \), regardless of whether they apply technical or fundamental trading rules, may, for instance, be influenced by the same local policy rumors or by the same local business gossip. Of course, such sources of local noise also exist in market \( Z \), and it is difficult to imagine that speculators’ trading decisions do not depend on them.

- Trading rule-specific shocks collect influence factors that either matter for technical trading or for fundamental trading, irrespective of the markets in which speculators apply them. One
example of this is the investment advice given by gurus with either having chartist or fundamentalist attitudes, who proclaim global buying or selling opportunities. Sentiment waves restricted to certain trader types are another example of trading rule-specific shocks.

- General shocks are shocks that affect all speculators in all markets alike. For instance, certain global developments may render the investment mood of speculators around the world either optimistic or pessimistic. In fact, all speculators are primed, via common newspapers, international broadcasting or modern media, by the same set of information.

Formally, random variables $S^{XC}_t$, $S^{ZC}_t$, $S^{XF}_t$ and $S^{ZF}_t$ are constructed as

$$S^{XC}_t = I^{XC}_t + M^X_t + R^C_t + G_t,$$

$$S^{ZC}_t = I^{ZC}_t + M^Z_t + R^C_t + G_t,$$

$$S^{XF}_t = I^{XF}_t + M^X_t + R^F_t + G_t,$$

and

$$S^{ZF}_t = I^{ZF}_t + M^Z_t + R^F_t + G_t.$$

We assume that all random variables on the right-hand side of (7) to (10) are independently normally distributed with zero means and constant variances. Idiosyncratic shocks are denoted by $I^{XC}_t \sim N(0, \sigma^{XC}_t)$, $I^{ZC}_t \sim N(0, \sigma^{ZC}_t)$, $I^{XF}_t \sim N(0, \sigma^{XF}_t)$ and $I^{ZF}_t \sim N(0, \sigma^{ZF}_t)$, market-wide shocks by $M^X_t \sim N(0, \sigma^X_t)$ and $M^Z_t \sim N(0, \sigma^Z_t)$, rule-specific shocks by $R^C_t \sim N(0, \sigma^C_t)$ and $R^F_t \sim N(0, \sigma^F_t)$ and general shocks by $G_t \sim N(0, \sigma_G)$.

Before we continue with a description of our model, a number of aspects deserve greater attention:

- Aggregate shocks $S^{XC}_t$, $S^{ZC}_t$, $S^{XF}_t$ and $S^{ZF}_t$ are obviously normally distributed with zero means and constant variances. As we will see in Section 4, stock prices fluctuate symmetrically around their fundamental values, i.e. periods of undervaluation are as
pronounced as periods of overvaluation. Assuming that the means of aggregate shocks are positive, say, due to some general kind of optimism, this would break the symmetry and create more positive than negative bubbles.

- Variances of the nine shock components are identified by calibrating our model, i.e. we let the data decide which components are more important and which are less important. Compared to Karolyi and Stulz (1996), who seek to explain cross-country stock market comovements by the interplay of idiosyncratic shocks, competitive (market-wide) shocks and global shocks, we also take rule-specific shocks into account. As in their case, we assume that the shock components are uncorrelated and additively aggregated.

- Variances of the nine shock components determine the correlation structure between $S_{t}^{XC}$, $S_{t}^{ZC}$, $S_{t}^{XF}$ and $S_{t}^{ZF}$. Roughly speaking, the stronger the idiosyncratic shocks, the lower the correlation between $S_{t}^{XC}$, $S_{t}^{ZC}$, $S_{t}^{XF}$ and $S_{t}^{ZF}$. The opposite effect emerges when the global shock component becomes more important. An increase in variances of market-wide shocks increases the correlation between $S_{t}^{XC}$ and $S_{t}^{XF}$ and between $S_{t}^{ZF}$ and $S_{t}^{ZC}$, while an increase in variances of rule-specific shocks increases the correlation between $S_{t}^{XC}$ and $S_{t}^{ZC}$ and between $S_{t}^{ZF}$ and $S_{t}^{XF}$. In Appendix 1, we derive analytically the variance-covariance matrix and the correlation matrix of the aggregate shocks.

- While aggregate shocks and their correlation structure play a crucial role in our model, any model in which market shares are fixed will fail to explain the dynamics of real stock markets. For instance, if our model has fixed market shares, it is unable to produce fat tails or persistence in volatility and trading volume. As will become clear in Section 4, a realistic model dynamics emerges from the interplay between endogenous (nonlinear) forces and exogenous (correlated) shocks.
- Our modeling of speculators’ trading behavior neglects a number of potentially important issues. In particular, speculators ignore gains from diversification and may build up substantial (positive or negative) stock positions. However, Tesar and Werner (1994) report that the hypothesis that investors follow the CAPM in their portfolio allocations is strongly rejected by the data. In this respect, see also Lewis (1999) or Karolyi and Stulz (2003). Moreover, Franke and Asada (2008) show that the dynamics of agent-based financial market models may not change much if one allows speculators to manage their inventory. From this perspective, our modeling of speculators’ trading behavior may be regarded as acceptable.

In each time step, speculators have to decide which trading rule to follow in which market. Based on the estimated agent-based financial market model of Franke and Westerhoff (2012), it seems that speculators have a behavioral preference towards technical analysis, and that they tend to follow the crowd and increasingly switch towards fundamental analysis when stock prices move away from their fundamental values. Therefore, we define the attractiveness of speculators’ four trading options as

\[
A^X_t = b^X + h^X W^X_t - d^X |P^X - P^X_{t-1}|, \tag{11}
\]

\[
A^Z_t = b^Z + h^Z W^Z_t - d^Z |P^Z - P^Z_{t-1}|, \tag{12}
\]

\[
A^{XF}_t = b^{XF} + h^{XF} W^{XF}_t + d^{XF} |P^X - P^X_{t-1}| \tag{13}
\]

and

\[
A^{ZF}_t = b^{ZF} + h^{ZF} W^{ZF}_t + d^{ZF} |P^Z - P^Z_{t-1}|. \tag{14}
\]

Note that the behavioral bias of speculators for or against certain trading alternatives can be expressed by parameters \(b^X\), \(b^Z\), \(b^{XF}\) and \(b^{ZF}\). For instance, a scenario with \(b^X > 0\) and \(b^Z = b^{XF} = b^{ZF} < 0\) implies that speculators have a preference towards technical trading in market \(X\) and an equally strong aversion against all other options. Since speculators tend
to follow the crowd, the attractiveness of a trading rule increases with the size of its market
share. Parameters $h^{XC}$, $h^{ZC}$, $h^{XF}$ and $h^{ZF}$ are positive, capturing the strength of
speculators’ herding behavior. Finally, speculators can assess market circumstances. While
speculators believe that bubbles are persistent, they are also aware that every bubble will
eventually burst. In particular, speculators perceive a higher probability that a fundamental
price correction is about to set in if the price deviates from its fundamental value. How
sensitively the attractiveness of the four trading alternatives reacts to distortions is controlled
by parameters $d^{XC}$, $d^{ZC}$, $d^{XF}$ and $d^{ZF}$. \(^1\)

The market shares of speculators following technical analysis in market $X$, technical
analysis in market $Z$, fundamental analysis in market $X$ and fundamental analysis in market
$Z$ depend on their relative attractiveness. Following Brock and Hommes (1998), we use the
discrete choice approach to determine these market shares, and obtain

\[
W_t^{XC} = \frac{\text{Exp}[rA_t^{XC}]}{\text{Exp}[rA_t^{XC}] + \text{Exp}[rA_t^{ZC}] + \text{Exp}[rA_t^{XF}] + \text{Exp}[rA_t^{ZF}]},
\]  
(15)

\[
W_t^{ZC} = \frac{\text{Exp}[rA_t^{ZC}]}{\text{Exp}[rA_t^{XC}] + \text{Exp}[rA_t^{ZC}] + \text{Exp}[rA_t^{XF}] + \text{Exp}[rA_t^{ZF}]},
\]  
(16)

\[
W_t^{XF} = \frac{\text{Exp}[rA_t^{XF}]}{\text{Exp}[rA_t^{XC}] + \text{Exp}[rA_t^{ZC}] + \text{Exp}[rA_t^{XF}] + \text{Exp}[rA_t^{ZF}]},
\]  
(17)

and

\[
W_t^{ZF} = \frac{\text{Exp}[rA_t^{ZF}]}{\text{Exp}[rA_t^{XC}] + \text{Exp}[rA_t^{ZC}] + \text{Exp}[rA_t^{XF}] + \text{Exp}[rA_t^{ZF}]}. \]
(18)

Parameter $r > 0$ is a so-called sensitivity of choice parameter that measures how sensitively
the mass of speculators reacts to differences in the attractiveness of trading rules. If, for

\(^1\) Franke and Westerhoff (2012) use squared deviations of log prices and log fundamental values to capture the
misalignment effect. Absolute deviations seem to do a better job in our simulations. Note that Brock and
Hommes (1998) interpret behavioral bias parameters as information-gathering cost parameters. Furthermore,
they focus on past realized profits as the main fitness criterion.
instance, the attractiveness of fundamental analysis in market \( X \) increases, then the market share of this rule increases too – at the expense of the market shares of the three other rules. The higher parameter \( r \), the greater the increase in the market share of fundamental analysis in market \( X \) will be. In this sense, we also regard parameter \( r \) as a rationality parameter.

### 3.3 Simplifications and basic parameter setting

Our general model incorporates a large number of parameters. Note, however, that the two price adjustment parameters, the population size of speculators and the rationality parameter are scaling parameters. Without loss of generality, we thus fix \( a_X = a_Z = 0.01 \), \( N = 1 \) and \( r = 1 \). Moreover, the levels of (constant) log fundamental values do not influence the model dynamics and for this reason we set \( \mathcal{P}_X = \mathcal{P}_Z = 0 \).

For simplicity, and to reduce the number of parameters further, we introduce a few symmetry conditions. We assume that chartists’ reaction parameters in markets \( X \) and \( Z \) are equal, i.e. \( c = c^X = c^Z \), and that the same is true for fundamentalists’ reaction parameters, i.e. \( f = f^X = f^Z \). Similarly, the levels of idiosyncratic shocks of the two technical trading rules and of the two fundamental trading rules are identical across markets, i.e. \( \sigma_1^C = \sigma_1^{XC} = \sigma_1^{ZC} \) and \( \sigma_1^F = \sigma_1^{XF} = \sigma_1^{ZF} \). As a result, the average trading intensity of a chartist (fundamentalist) active in market \( X \) is comparable to the average trading intensity of a chartist (fundamentalist) in market \( Z \). With respect to predisposition, herding and misalignment parameters, we assume that \( b = b^{XC} = b^{ZC} \), \( 0 = b^{XF} = b^{ZF} \), \( h = h^{XC} = h^{ZC} = h^{XF} = h^{ZF} \) and \( d = d^{XC} = d^{ZC} = d^{XF} = d^{ZF} \). This implies that speculators may have a behavioral bias towards technical analysis \((b > 0)\) or towards fundamental analysis \((b < 0)\), yet they do not
discriminate between trading rules across markets.\textsuperscript{2} Moreover, herding effects and market distortions have the same consequences across all four of the speculators’ options.

Overall, 12 parameters remain to be specified. After an extended trial-and-error calibration exercise, we arrived at the following parameter setting

\[ c = 2.00, \ f = 0.10, \ b = 0.75, \ h = 2.35, \ d = 2.20 \]

\[ \sigma^C_I = 0.72, \ \sigma^F_I = 0.02, \ \sigma^X_M = 0.20, \ \sigma^Z_M = 0.20, \ \sigma^C_R = 2.95, \ \sigma^F_R = 0.10, \ \sigma_G = 0.35. \]

Accordingly, the reaction parameters of the deterministic cores of technical and fundamental trading rules are both positive. Moreover, speculators have a behavioral preference for technical analysis, they are subject to herding behavior and turn to fundamental analysis as prices diverge from fundamental values. The interpretation of the random shock components is more complicated, and can be found in Appendix 1. In the absence of exogenous shocks, the deterministic skeleton of our calibrated model possesses a unique steady state in which prices mirror their fundamental values and in which the majority of speculators opts for technical analysis. To be precise, 41 percent of speculators rely on technical analysis in market X, 41 percent on technical analysis in market Z, 9 percent on fundamental analysis in market X and 9 percent on fundamental analysis in market Z. Of course, this asymmetry results from traders’ predisposition and herding behavior.

While a certain amount of progress has been made with respect to estimating small-scale agent-based models over the last couple of years (Gilli and Winker 2003, Alfarano et al. 2005, Boswijk et al. 2007, Manzan and Westerhoff 2007, Franke and Westerhoff 2012), the complexity of our model with its two markets, 12 parameters and 10 stylized facts prevents us from estimating it. However, our model is able to mimic a number of important statistical properties of stock markets, as we will see in the next section.

\textsuperscript{2} If speculators do not discriminate between markets, only the difference in predisposition parameters matter. Since we focus on this case, we can set \( b^{XF} \) and \( b^{ZF} \) to zero.
4 Simulation analyses

Before we explain how our model functions, we show the extent to which our model is able to replicate the statistical properties of and between international stock markets. In this respect, we will first explore a representative simulation run, depicted in figures 4 to 6, and then turn to a more thorough Monte Carlo analysis. The simulation run contains 6500 (daily) observations and thus mirrors a period of about 25 years. Since the design of figures 4 to 6 is identical to that of figures 1 to 3, our simulations can be compared directly with the performance of the DAX30 and the CAC40.

Let us start with figures 4 and 5. Their top panels show the development of stock prices in markets X and Z, respectively. In the long run, prices fluctuate around their fundamental values. Temporarily, however, our model is able to generate substantial bubbles. Between periods 1200 and 1700, for instance, we observe sharp price appreciations with stock prices deviating more than 50 percent from fundamentals. In our model, such bubbles may deflate or crash. The second panels of figures 4 and 5 exhibit the evolution of the corresponding returns. On average, price volatility is high and extreme daily price changes occasionally exceed the 10 percent level. The two central panels of figures 4 and 5 characterize the distributions of simulated returns (thick lines) and normally distributed returns (thin lines). As can be seen, the distributions of simulated returns deviate significantly from a Normal distribution and possess fat tails. The last two panels of figures 4 and 5 exemplify the autocorrelation functions of raw and absolute returns, respectively. While raw returns are essentially unpredictable, absolute returns display significant long memory effects.

Figure 6 presents linkages between stock markets X and Z. The top panel shows the paths of normalized stock prices in markets X (black line) and Z (gray line). Stock prices move closely together most of the time, although there are also intermediate periods where
the two stock markets display a life of their own (see, for example, the dynamics between time steps 2200 and 3300). In fact, the cross-correlation function of raw returns, visualized in the penultimate panel, reveals a strong contemporaneous correlation between the two stock markets. As in reality, all other cross-correlation coefficients are not significant. The second and third panels of figure 6 suggest that the magnitudes of normalized returns of stock markets X and Z are correlated. This observation is supported by the bottom panel. The cross-correlation function of absolute returns reveals not only a high coefficient for lag 0 of about 0.65 but also significant coefficients for lag sizes of up to ±50.

[Figure 6 about here]

Figure 7 presents a number of properties of simulated trading volumes and how they relate to volatility. The first and second panels show the evolution of trading volume in stock markets X and Z, respectively. Obviously, trading volume is persistent and correlated across markets. The third panel quantifies the long memory behavior of trading volume. Autocorrelation coefficients of trading volume in market X are positive and decay slowly with an increasing lag length. The cross-correlation of trading volumes of markets X and Z is portrayed in the penultimate panel. Cross-correlation coefficients exhibit a value of 0.68 for lag 0 and much lower values for lags up to ±50. Finally, the cross-correlations of trading volume and absolute returns of market X are depicted in the bottom panel. Computations reveal a strong positive contemporaneous correlation between trading volume and volatility, whereas lagged correlations are still significant but much lower.3

[Figure 7 about here]

To sum up so far, properties of the simulation run presented in figures 4 to 6 resemble the behavior of actual data presented in figures 1 to 3 remarkably well. In addition, our model also seems to match, at least in a qualitative sense, basic features of trading volume and its

3 Since stock markets X and Z are symmetric, we abstain from showing autocorrelations in volume and cross-correlations between volume and volatility for stock market Z.
relation to volatility. To check the robustness of these results, we next perform a Monte Carlo study. Our analysis rests on 5000 simulation runs, each containing 6500 observations. All simulation runs are based on the same parameter setting but differ in their seeds of random variables. Tables 3 and 4 contain the same univariate and bivariate statistics as in tables 1 and 2. We report estimates of the mean and the 5, 25, 50, 75 and 95 percent quantiles of these statistics. Due to the stock markets’ symmetry, we restrict the analysis of univariate statistical properties to one market.

Table 3 reveals, for instance, that the model’s average volatility (0.83) is in line with real market observations. Moreover, estimates of the distortion, measured as the average absolute deviation between stock prices and fundamentals, hover between 21.97 and 31.21 percent in 90 percent of the cases. Hence, there are substantial boom-bust cycles in almost all simulation runs. To reduce computational efforts, we now use the Hill tail index estimator to estimate the tail index (Hill 1975). Taking the largest 5 percent of observations into account, we obtain tail indices equal to 3.11 and 3.48 for the lower and upper quartile. Note that the tail indices reported in table 1 for real data, ranging between 3.20 and 3.65, are quite close to these numbers. Quite importantly, autocorrelation coefficients of simulated raw returns indicate that price increments are basically uncorrelated. As in reality, it is difficult to predict the future direction of stock markets. Moreover, autocorrelation coefficients for absolute returns show a median value of 0.25 for the first lag. While our model may slightly exaggerate the autocorrelation of absolute returns for the first lag (25 percent of our simulation runs display autocorrelation coefficients above 0.27), it seems to match the other autocorrelation coefficients fairly well.

Table 3 reveals, for instance, that the model’s average volatility (0.83) is in line with real market observations. Moreover, estimates of the distortion, measured as the average absolute deviation between stock prices and fundamentals, hover between 21.97 and 31.21 percent in 90 percent of the cases. Hence, there are substantial boom-bust cycles in almost all simulation runs. To reduce computational efforts, we now use the Hill tail index estimator to estimate the tail index (Hill 1975). Taking the largest 5 percent of observations into account, we obtain tail indices equal to 3.11 and 3.48 for the lower and upper quartile. Note that the tail indices reported in table 1 for real data, ranging between 3.20 and 3.65, are quite close to these numbers. Quite importantly, autocorrelation coefficients of simulated raw returns indicate that price increments are basically uncorrelated. As in reality, it is difficult to predict the future direction of stock markets. Moreover, autocorrelation coefficients for absolute returns show a median value of 0.25 for the first lag. While our model may slightly exaggerate the autocorrelation of absolute returns for the first lag (25 percent of our simulation runs display autocorrelation coefficients above 0.27), it seems to match the other autocorrelation coefficients fairly well.

[Table 3 and 4 about here]

---

4 Application of the Hill tail estimator, derived as \( a = \left( \frac{1}{k} \sum_{i=1}^{k} \log X_{T-i+1} - \log X_{T-k} \right)^{-1} \), requires sample elements to be placed in descending order: \( X_T \succ X_{T-1} \succ \cdots \succ X_{T-k} \succ \cdots \succ X_1 \). Parameter \( k \) enables us to determine the number of observations located in the tail.
Table 4 is concerned with statistical properties between stock markets X and Z. Estimates of the contemporaneous cross-correlation of simulated raw returns exhibit a value of 0.75 for the 5 percent quantile and 0.85 for the 95 percent quantile while the corresponding cross-correlation coefficients for lags ±1 are not significant. Therefore, we conclude that our model generates realistic comovements between stock markets. Note that absolute returns reveal a median cross-correlation of 0.65 for lag 0, which is quite close to real data observations. However, cross-correlation coefficients of absolute returns for lags ±1 display values less than 0.16 in 75 percent of simulations. Since cross-correlation coefficients of our empirical time series range between 0.18 and 0.28, our model fails to replicate the exact magnitude of empirical cross-correlations of volatilities for lags ±1. While the matching results of cross-correlation coefficients with lags of ±25 are somewhat mixed, we note that cross-correlation coefficients for lags of ±50 again correspond well with those obtained from empirical data.

Overall, our simple agent-based financial market model seems to have a remarkable ability to reproduce the univariate and bivariate stylized facts presented in section 2 – which raises the questions how our model functions and what we can learn from it. To answer these questions, figure 8 presents a subsample of our initial simulation run. The selected time window ranges from period 1000 to period 2500, and covers about 6 years. The top (second) and bottom (penultimate) panels contain trajectories of simulated stock prices (price changes) in markets X and Z, respectively. The market shares of the four trading strategies are plotted in the central panel. From top to bottom, this panel shows the weights of chartists in market X (black), fundamentalists in market X (white, above gray line), fundamentalists in market Z (white, below gray line) and chartists in market Z (black).

[Figure 8 about here]
Due to the symmetry of stock markets X and Z, speculators are spread, on average, evenly across markets. Further computations reveal that around 30 percent of speculators rely on technical analysis, while 70 percent apply fundamental analysis. More importantly, however, there is a permanent evolutionary competition between stock markets and trading strategies. There may be periods where there are more speculators in market X than in market Z, or the other way around. Similarly, no particular strategy vanishes from one of the markets, nor does a particular strategy dominate all markets forever. As we will see, it is the recurrent up and down movements of the market shares of the four trading strategies that drive the model dynamics.

Let us study figure 8 in more detail. Initially, both stock markets are strongly undervalued and most speculators opt for fundamental trading. Fundamentalists’ buying orders result in positive excess demands, and market makers increase stock prices towards more moderate levels. The reduction of mispricing, in turn, renders fundamental analysis less attractive and, consequently, more and more speculators turn to technical analysis. Around period 1200, chartists eventually dominate both stock markets. Recall from Appendix 1 that chartists tend to speculate much more aggressively than fundamentalists. The trading behavior of chartists thus leads to an increase in trading volumes and volatilities, and stock prices start to overshoot their fundamental values. Roughly 300 periods later, the bubbles lose their momentum. Due to strong overvaluations of the stock markets, speculators now perceive fundamental analysis as more attractive and return to fundamental trading. Both stock markets enter a period of relative stability: trading volumes, volatilities and mispricings decline over time – until chartists regain control of the stock markets and create a new period of instability.

There are two reasons why regime changes from a dominance of fundamentalism to a dominance of chartism, and vice versa, may persist. Consider the case of a developed bubble in which most speculators have already turned to fundamental analysis. First of all, the
aggressiveness of fundamentalists’ mean reversion trading, expressed by parameter $f = 0.10$, is rather weak. Since fundamentalists’ trading behavior (as well as that of the remaining chartists) contains a random component, the bubble may only evaporate slowly, implying that the attractiveness of fundamental analysis tends to remain high. Moreover, this effect is supported by speculators’ herding behavior. The more followers a trading strategy has, the more attractive speculators consider it to be. The fundamental regime thus benefits from its own popularity. But once fundamental trading has reduced mispricing sufficiently strongly, speculators start to switch to technical analysis. This regime change is fueled by speculators’ behavioral preference for technical analysis. In the aftermath of such a regime change, predisposition effects and herding behavior may jointly establish a lasting dominance of technical analysis. Since chartists trade, on average, more aggressively than fundamentalists, the persistence of technical and fundamental trading regimes causes a long memory of trading volume and volatility, and leads to a significant cross-correlation between trading volume and volatility.

Despite the lasting boom-bust phases of stock markets, the evolution of stock prices is close to a random walk. By amplifying price trends, technical trading tends to trigger bubbles. Fundamental trading, in turn, induces long-run mean reversion, and may therefore stop bubbles. However, speculators’ trading behavior contains a significant random element, which keeps day-to-day price changes uncorrelated. Since fundamental and technical trading regimes may be short or long lived, the size and length of bubbles are hard to predict. Naturally, given that fundamental values are constant, all these price fluctuations imply excess volatility.

An important implication of our calibrated model is that the two stock markets display a strong and robust coevolution, with respect to not only their price levels, but also their trading volumes and volatilities. But what causes the synchronization of stock markets?
Recall first that speculators’ orders are correlated across markets. Since market makers adjust prices with respect to excess demands, price changes are partially aligned. However, this is not the end of the story. Due to the partial alignment of stock prices, speculators perceive the attractiveness of stock markets as being not very dissimilar. As a result, speculators distribute more or less evenly across stock markets X and Z, meaning that if stock market X possesses a large number of chartists (fundamentalists), stock market Z also possesses a large number of chartists (fundamentalists). Obviously, this effect considerably strengthens the coevolution of prices and also evokes significant cross-correlations in trading volumes and volatilities. Without such a synchronization of market shares, the model would clearly lose its ability to generate realistic stock market interactions. Consider, for instance, the opposite case in which stock market X is dominated by chartists while stock market Z is dominated by fundamentalists. We would then observe a period of high volatility in stock market X with prices diverging from fundamental values. In contrast, stock market Z would be characterized by a period of low volatility and a convergence of prices towards fundamental values.

Now and then, however, the strong coevolution of stock markets breaks down as, for instance, between periods 2100 and 2500. Around that time, more than 50 percent of speculators use technical analysis in market Z. If they receive a strong trading signal, extreme price changes of about 10 percent may emerge. The situation may become even more wild when market Z’s fundamentalists act upon a correlated trading signal. We learn from this example that interactions between international financial markets, e.g. in the form of a temporary rush of too many speculators into one particular market, may create fat-tailed return distributions and thereby extreme financial market risks.
5 Conclusions

As already pointed out by Shiller (1989), international stock markets display surprisingly strong comovements. In particular, we have repeatedly witnessed simultaneous collapses of major stock markets around the world in the past with serious consequences for real economies. Besides the close coevolution of the price levels of international stock markets, we also observe a significant cross-correlation of their volatilities. To increase our understanding of how such phenomena may emerge, we develop a simple agent-based financial market model. In our model, speculators rely on stochastic technical trading rules and on stochastic fundamental trading rules to determine their orders. While technical analysis advises going with the current stock market trend, fundamental analysis recommends betting on mean reversion. Since speculators are influenced by common factors such as market-wide, rule-specific and general shocks, the stochastic components of their trading rules are correlated. Moreover, speculators switch between trading strategies and stock markets with respect to three socio-economic principles. They may have a behavioral preference for or against certain trading alternatives, they are subject to herding behavior and evaluate current market circumstances. Speculators’ transactions are mediated by market makers who adjust prices with respect to the resulting excess demands in the usual way.

Our model is able to replicate a number of prominent univariate stylized facts of financial markets such as bubbles and crashes, excess volatility, fat-tailed return distributions, random walk price dynamics, volatility clustering and persistent trading volume. Concerning individual stock markets, the model dynamics may be outlined as follows. Suppose that prices are close to fundamental values. Speculators then regard fundamental analysis as not particularly appealing. If a sufficient number of speculators turns towards technical analysis, volatility picks up and a bubble is likely to emerge. Such a development then renders the relative attractiveness of trading rules. Since more and more speculators switch to
fundamental analysis, volatility decreases and prices return towards fundamental values. Due to speculators’ herding behavior, the regimes in which either chartists or fundamentalists dominate the markets are persistent. As a result, we observe substantial long-memory effects in volatility and trading volume.

In addition to this, our model is able to reproduce a number of important bivariate stylized facts of financial markets, including comovements of stock prices, cross-correlations of volatility, cross-correlations of trading volume and temporal dependencies between volatility and trading volume. How do these properties come about? Recall that speculators’ transactions are correlated, which induces some basic price comovements. Since speculators therefore perceive the attractiveness of technical analysis and fundamental analysis across markets as being not very different, the relative market impact of technical analysis and fundamental analysis in the two markets becomes synchronized. Of course, this effect strengthens the coevolution of stock prices, and triggers the aforementioned cross-correlation properties. Clearly, a model in which the market shares of trading rules are fixed is unable to produce realistic price dynamics. What is needed to obtain realistic dynamics is a synchronized evolution of the relative impact of technical and fundamental analysis in the markets. Note that the synchronization of market shares may occasionally break down. If a sufficient number of speculators decides to rely on technical analysis in one of the markets, we may observe particularly strong price changes. Stock market returns then deviate significantly from what we would expect from normally distributed returns.

In order to obtain a better understanding of what drives the dynamics of and between international stock markets, we tried to keep our model as simple as possible. Finally, we sketch a few directions in which our setup could be extended. First, we assume several symmetric relations within our model, e.g. traders’ aggressiveness is equally strong across markets and speculators do not discriminate between periods of overvaluation and
undervaluation. Since in real markets we observe more positive than negative bubbles, one may consider adding asymmetries to our model. Second, a further natural extension of our model would be to consider interactions between three stock markets or, maybe as a first step, to consider two international stock markets which are connected via and with a foreign exchange market. Studying the impact of an additional speculative market on the stability of the whole financial system may be particularly interesting from a policy perspective. Third, it would be important to study the consequences of speculative stock market dynamics for the performance of real economies. Having a real economy inside the model would also allow endogenizing the fundamental values of the stock markets. We may then be able to study possible relationships between business cycles and stock market dynamics. Fourth, a major step would be to turn our small-scale agent-based model into a large-scale agent-based model, i.e. to keep track of individual speculators’ behavior. Finally, it would be worthwhile finding a more structural approach for dealing with the assumption of correlated stochastic common shocks.

So far we have ignored all these interesting extensions since we consider it important to first develop and understand a simple benchmark model. However, we hope that our paper will stimulate greater effort in this empirically relevant research area. It is surprising how little we know about how the global financial market system really functions.
Appendix 1

The random terms included in speculators’ demand functions additively aggregate the effects of idiosyncratic, market-wide, trading rule-specific and general shocks. The latter shock components are uncorrelated and normally distributed. The variance-covariance matrix of the vector of aggregate shocks $S_t = (S_t^{XC}, S_t^{ZC}, S_t^{XF}, S_t^{ZF})'$ can be computed as

$$\Sigma = \begin{pmatrix}
V[S_t^{XC}] & (\sigma_R^C)^2 + (\sigma_G)^2 & (\sigma_M)^2 + (\sigma_G)^2 & (\sigma_G)^2 \\
(\sigma_R^C)^2 + (\sigma_G)^2 & V[S_t^{ZC}] & (\sigma_G)^2 & (\sigma_M)^2 + (\sigma_G)^2 \\
(\sigma_M)^2 + (\sigma_G)^2 & (\sigma_G)^2 & V[S_t^{XF}] & (\sigma_R^F)^2 + (\sigma_G)^2 \\
(\sigma_G)^2 & (\sigma_M)^2 + (\sigma_G)^2 & (\sigma_R^F)^2 + (\sigma_G)^2 & V[S_t^{ZF}] 
\end{pmatrix}, \quad (A1)$$

where $V[S_t^{XC}] = (\sigma_I^{XC})^2 + (\sigma_M)^2 + (\sigma_M)^2 + (\sigma_G)^2$, $V[S_t^{ZC}] = (\sigma_I^{ZC})^2 + (\sigma_M)^2 + (\sigma_M)^2 + (\sigma_G)^2$, $V[S_t^{XF}] = (\sigma_I^{XF})^2 + (\sigma_M)^2 + (\sigma_M)^2 + (\sigma_G)^2$ and $V[S_t^{ZF}] = (\sigma_I^{ZF})^2 + (\sigma_M)^2 + (\sigma_M)^2 + (\sigma_G)^2$.

Accordingly, the correlation matrix of the vector of aggregate shocks results in

$$\rho = \begin{pmatrix}
1 & \frac{(\sigma_R^C)^2 + (\sigma_G)^2}{\sqrt{V[S_t^{XC}]V[S_t^{ZC}]}} & \frac{(\sigma_M)^2 + (\sigma_G)^2}{\sqrt{V[S_t^{XC}]V[S_t^{XF}]}} & \frac{(\sigma_G)^2}{\sqrt{V[S_t^{XC}]V[S_t^{ZF}]}} \\
\frac{(\sigma_R^C)^2 + (\sigma_G)^2}{\sqrt{V[S_t^{ZC}]V[S_t^{XC}]}} & 1 & \frac{(\sigma_G)^2}{\sqrt{V[S_t^{ZC}]V[S_t^{XF}]}} & \frac{(\sigma_R^F)^2 + (\sigma_G)^2}{\sqrt{V[S_t^{ZC}]V[S_t^{ZF}]}} \\
\frac{(\sigma_M)^2 + (\sigma_G)^2}{\sqrt{V[S_t^{XC}]V[S_t^{XF}]}} & \frac{(\sigma_G)^2}{\sqrt{V[S_t^{ZC}]V[S_t^{XF}]}} & 1 & \frac{(\sigma_R^F)^2 + (\sigma_G)^2}{\sqrt{V[S_t^{ZC}]V[S_t^{ZF}]}} \\
\frac{(\sigma_G)^2}{\sqrt{V[S_t^{XC}]V[S_t^{ZF}]}} & \frac{(\sigma_R^F)^2 + (\sigma_G)^2}{\sqrt{V[S_t^{ZC}]V[S_t^{ZF}]}} & \frac{(\sigma_R^F)^2 + (\sigma_G)^2}{\sqrt{V[S_t^{ZC}]V[S_t^{ZF}]}} & 1 
\end{pmatrix} \quad (A2)$$

For the model’s nine shock components, our calibration exercise reveals that $\sigma_I^{C} = 0.72$, $\sigma_I^{F} = 0.02$, $\sigma_M^{X} = 0.20$, $\sigma_M^{Z} = 0.20$, $\sigma_R^{C} = 2.95$, $\sigma_R^{F} = 0.10$ and $\sigma_G = 0.35$. Therefore, we can numerically express the above variance-covariance matrix and the correlation matrix as

$$\Sigma = \begin{pmatrix}
9.383 & 8.825 & 0.163 & 0.123 \\
8.825 & 9.383 & 0.123 & 0.163 \\
0.163 & 0.123 & 0.173 & 0.133 \\
0.123 & 0.163 & 0.133 & 0.173 
\end{pmatrix}, \quad (A3)$$
and

\[
\rho = \begin{pmatrix}
1.000 & 0.940 & 0.128 & 0.096 \\
0.940 & 1.000 & 0.096 & 0.128 \\
0.128 & 0.096 & 1.000 & 0.766 \\
0.096 & 0.128 & 0.766 & 1.000
\end{pmatrix},
\]

respectively. The matrices are instructive when it comes to working out how the model functions. For instance, variances of random terms \( S_{t}^{X_C} \), \( S_{t}^{Z_C} \), \( S_{t}^{X_F} \) and \( S_{t}^{Z_F} \) are given by 9.383, 9.383, 0.173 and 0.173. Putting these numbers into perspective, standard deviations of aggregate shocks entering technical trading rules are about \( \sqrt{9.383} / \sqrt{0.173} \approx 7.365 \) times larger than those entering fundamental trading rules. This has two important implications. First, the random part of the technical trading rule generates, on average, higher orders than the random part of the fundamental trading rule. Second, chartists trade less systematically than fundamentalists. While technical trading signals may be interpreted quite differently, fundamental analysis seems to be a relatively clear trading concept. Furthermore, the correlation matrix reveals that chartists’ transactions in markets X and Z are highly correlated (the correlation coefficient is 0.940). The correlation between these shocks is caused to a large extent by rule-specific shocks. The correlation between fundamentalists’ transactions in markets X and Z, given with 0.766, is slightly lower, i.e. fundamentalists also receive relatively similar trading signals across markets. In the case of fundamentalists, however, the correlation is mainly due to global shocks. Finally, the remaining correlation coefficients, capturing relations between chartists in market X (or in market Z) and fundamentalists in market Z (or in market X) are considerably lower. Nevertheless, they are positive and improve the overall matching of the stylized facts.
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| Series    | $V$  | $D$  | $\alpha$ | $ac_r^1$ | $ac_r^2$ | $ac_r^3$ | $ac_{|r|}^5$ | $ac_{|r|}^{25}$ | $ac_{|r|}^{50}$ | $ac_{|r|}^{100}$ |
|-----------|------|------|-----------|----------|----------|----------|-------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
| DAX30     | 1.02 | -    | 3.65      | -0.01    | -0.03    | -0.02    | 0.22        | 0.19           | 0.14           | 0.11           |
| CAC40     | 1.00 | -    | 3.58      | 0.00     | -0.03    | -0.05    | 0.17        | 0.17           | 0.09           | 0.08           |
| FTSE100   | 0.80 | -    | 3.28      | -0.01    | -0.04    | -0.06    | 0.23        | 0.17           | 0.12           | 0.10           |
| IBEX35    | 0.98 | -    | 3.70      | 0.04     | -0.04    | -0.04    | 0.23        | 0.20           | 0.12           | 0.09           |
| S&P500    | 0.78 | -    | 3.20      | -0.06    | -0.04    | 0.00     | 0.22        | 0.23           | 0.16           | 0.12           |
| NIKKEI225 | 1.06 | -    | 3.31      | -0.02    | -0.05    | 0.00     | 0.21        | 0.15           | 0.08           | 0.07           |

Table 1: Univariate statistical properties of international stock markets. The table contains estimates of the volatility $V$, the distortion $D$, the tail index $\alpha$, the autocorrelation function of raw returns $ac_r^i$ for lags $i \in \{1, 2, 3\}$ and the autocorrelation function of absolute returns $ac_{|r|}^i$ for lags $i \in \{1, 20, 50, 100\}$. The time series range from January 1, 1988 to December 31, 2012 and contain between 6155 and 6321 daily observations (national holidays have been eliminated).

| Series    | $cc_{r}^{-1}$ | $cc_{r}^{0}$ | $cc_{r}^{+1}$ | $cc_{|r|}^{-50}$ | $cc_{|r|}^{-25}$ | $cc_{|r|}^{-1}$ | $cc_{|r|}^{50}$ | $cc_{|r|}^{25}$ | $cc_{|r|}^{+1}$ |
|-----------|---------------|--------------|--------------|-----------------|-----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|---------------|
| DAX30/CAC40 | 0.02          | 0.79         | 0.03         | 0.13            | 0.18            | 0.18           | 0.73           | 0.20           | 0.14          | 0.10          |
| DAX30/FTSE100 | 0.02         | 0.71         | 0.02         | 0.14            | 0.19            | 0.19           | 0.63           | 0.28           | 0.14          | 0.09          |
| DAX30/IBEX35 | 0.02         | 0.71         | 0.03         | 0.11            | 0.17            | 0.18           | 0.63           | 0.21           | 0.14          | 0.08          |
| CAC40/FTSE100 | 0.00        | 0.80         | -0.02        | 0.11            | 0.17            | 0.19           | 0.72           | 0.21           | 0.14          | 0.11          |
| CAC40/IBEX35 | -0.01       | 0.79         | 0.01         | 0.10            | 0.16            | 0.18           | 0.71           | 0.19           | 0.16          | 0.09          |
| FTSE100/IBEX35 | -0.01      | 0.71         | 0.01         | 0.10            | 0.15            | 0.20           | 0.61           | 0.19           | 0.16          | 0.11          |

Table 2: Bivariate statistical properties of international stock markets. The table contains estimates of the cross-correlation function of raw returns $cc_r^i$ for lags $i \in \{-1, 0, 1\}$ and the cross-correlation function of absolute returns $cc_{|r|}^i$ for lags $i \in \{-50, -25, -1, 0, 1, 25, 50\}$. The time series range from January 1, 1988 to December 31, 2012 and consist of 6522 daily observations (to preserve synchronicity, national holidays have not been eliminated).
### Table 3: Univariate statistical properties of our model.

The table contains estimates of means and quantiles of the volatility $V$, the distortion $D$, the tail index $\alpha$, the autocorrelation function of raw returns $ac_v^i$ for lags $i \in \{1,2,3\}$ and the autocorrelation function of absolute returns $ac_{|r|}^i$ for lags $i \in \{1,20,50,100\}$. Computations are based on 5000 time series, each containing 6500 observations.

| Mean/Quantile | $V$  | $D$  | $\alpha$ | $ac_v^1$ | $ac_v^2$ | $ac_v^3$ | $ac_{|r|}^1$ | $ac_{|r|}^{20}$ | $ac_{|r|}^{50}$ | $ac_{|r|}^{100}$ |
|---------------|------|------|----------|----------|----------|----------|-------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
| Mean          | 0.83 | 26.62| 3.30     | 0.01     | 0.00     | 0.00     | 0.25        | 0.19          | 0.14           | 0.10           |
| 0.05          | 0.68 | 21.97| 2.87     | -0.02    | -0.03    | -0.03    | 0.19        | 0.13          | 0.09           | 0.04           |
| 0.25          | 0.76 | 24.79| 3.11     | 0.00     | -0.01    | -0.01    | 0.22        | 0.17          | 0.12           | 0.07           |
| 0.50          | 0.83 | 26.66| 3.29     | 0.01     | 0.00     | 0.00     | 0.25        | 0.19          | 0.14           | 0.09           |
| 0.75          | 0.88 | 28.49| 3.48     | 0.02     | 0.01     | 0.01     | 0.27        | 0.21          | 0.16           | 0.12           |
| 0.95          | 0.98 | 31.21| 3.78     | 0.04     | 0.03     | 0.03     | 0.31        | 0.25          | 0.20           | 0.15           |

### Table 4: Bivariate statistical properties of our model.

The table contains estimates of means and quantiles of the cross-correlation function of raw returns $cc_r^i$ for lags $i \in \{-1,0,1\}$ and the cross-correlation function of absolute returns $cc_{|r|}^i$ for lags $i \in \{-50,-25,-1,0,1,25,50\}$. Computations are based on 5000 time series, each containing 6500 observations.

| Mean/Quantile | $cc_r^{-1}$ | $cc_r^0$ | $cc_r^1$ | $cc_{|r|}^{-50}$ | $cc_{|r|}^{-25}$ | $cc_{|r|}^{-1}$ | $cc_{|r|}^{50}$ | $cc_{|r|}^{25}$ | $cc_{|r|}^{50}$ |
|---------------|-------------|----------|----------|-----------------|-----------------|----------------|-------------|----------------|----------------|
| Mean          | 0.01        | 0.80     | 0.01     | 0.12            | 0.13            | 0.13           | 0.65        | 0.13           | 0.13           |
| 0.05          | -0.02       | 0.75     | -0.02    | 0.06            | 0.07            | 0.06           | 0.56        | 0.06           | 0.07           |
| 0.25          | 0.00        | 0.78     | 0.00     | 0.09            | 0.11            | 0.11           | 0.61        | 0.11           | 0.11           |
| 0.50          | 0.01        | 0.80     | 0.01     | 0.12            | 0.13            | 0.14           | 0.65        | 0.14           | 0.13           |
| 0.75          | 0.02        | 0.82     | 0.02     | 0.14            | 0.16            | 0.16           | 0.69        | 0.16           | 0.16           |
| 0.95          | 0.03        | 0.85     | 0.03     | 0.17            | 0.19            | 0.20           | 0.74        | 0.20           | 0.19           |
Figure 1: The dynamics of the DAX30 between 1988 and 2012. The panels show from top to bottom the evolution of the DAX30, the returns, the distribution of returns, the cumulative distribution of normalized returns and the autocorrelation functions of raw and absolute returns, respectively.
Figure 2: The dynamics of the CAC40 between 1988 and 2012. The panels show from top to bottom the evolution of the CAC40, the returns, the distribution of returns, the cumulative distribution of normalized returns and the autocorrelation functions of raw and absolute returns, respectively.
Figure 3: Dynamic relations between the DAX30 and the CAC40 between 1988 and 2012. The panels show from top to bottom the evolution of the normalized DAX30 (black) and the normalized CAC40 (gray), their normalized returns and the cross-correlation functions of raw and absolute returns, respectively.
Figure 4: The dynamics of stock market X. The panels show from top to bottom the evolution of stock prices in market X, the returns, the distribution of returns, the cumulative distribution of normalized returns and the autocorrelation functions of raw and absolute returns, respectively.
Figure 5: The dynamics of stock market Z. The panels show from top to bottom the evolution of stock prices in market Z, the returns, the distribution of returns, the cumulative distribution of normalized returns and the autocorrelation functions of raw and absolute returns, respectively.
Figure 6: Dynamic relations between stock markets X and Z. The panels show from top to bottom the evolution of stock prices in markets X and Z, their normalized returns and the cross-correlation functions of raw and absolute returns, respectively.
Figure 7: Properties of trading volumes and their relations to volatilities. The panels show from top to bottom the evolution of trading volumes in markets X and Z, the autocorrelation function of trading volumes in market X, the cross-correlation function of trading volumes and the cross-correlation function of trading volume and volatility on market X, respectively.
Figure 8: A snapshot of the model dynamics. The panels show from top to bottom the evolution of stock prices in market X, the returns in market X, the (stacked) market shares of chartists in market X, fundamentalists in market X, fundamentalists in market Z and chartists in market Z, the returns in market Z and stock prices in market Z from period 1000 to period 2500.
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